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PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF WELD DISTORTION
iqt xc't 3j

Beginning welders and even those that are more experienced commonly struggle with the problem of weld

distortion, (warping ofthe base plate caused by heat from the welding arc). Distortion is troublesome for a number
of reasons, but one ofthe most critical is the potential creation of a weld that is not structurally sound. This article
will help to define what weld distortion is and then provide a practical understanding ofthe causes of distortion,
effects of shrinkage in various tlpes of welded assemblies and how to control it, and finally look at methods for
distortion

&tr { *}*3,i

What is Weld

control.

Distortion?

0 2e 4* gS $Sj lS11 r?rl$ rl&
tlnir:r r!krt {F

These changes, in tum, affegt heat flow and uniformity ofheat distribution
Reasotrs for

Distortion in a weld results from the expansion and contraction
of the weld metal and adjacent base metal during the heating
and cooling cycle ofthe welding process. Doing all welding on
one side of a part will cause much more distortion than if the
welds are alternated from one side to the other. During this
heating and cooling cycle, many factors affect shrinkage ofthe
metal and lead to distoftion, such as physical and mechanical
propeties that change as heat is applied. For example, as the
temperature of the weld area increases, yield strength,

elasticity, and thermal conductivity of the steel plate decrease,

while thermal expansion and specific heat increase (Fig. 3-l).

Distortion
To understand how and why distortion occurs during heating and cooling ofa metal, consider the bar ofsteel shown

,'itsi1:$1, t*l
a,*-t--*1

in Fig.3-2. As the bar is uniformly heated, it
expands in all directions, as shown in Fig.3-2(a).
As the metal cools to room temperature it contracts
uniformly to its original dimensions.
Fig.3-2 If a steel bar is unifomly heated while
unrestrained, as in (a), it will expand in all
directions and return to its original dimentions on
cooling. If restrained, as in (b), during heating, it
can expand only in the vertical direction - become
thicker. On cooling, the deformed bar contracts
uniformly, as shown in (c), and, thus, is
permanently deformed. This is a simplified
explanation of basic cause of distortion in welding

assemolles.
But ifthe steel bar is restrained -as in a vise - while it is heated, as shown in Fig. 3-2(b), lateral expansion cannot
take place. But, since volume expansion must occur during the heating, the bar expands in a vertical direction (in
thickness) and becomes thicker. As the deformed bar returns to room temperature, it will still tend to contract
uniformly in all directions, as in Fig. 3-2 (c). The bar is now shorter, but thicker. It has been permanently deformed,
or distorted. (For simplification, the sketches show this distodion occurring in thickness only. But in actuality,
length is similarly affected.)
In a welded joint, these same expansion and contraction forces act on the weld metal and on the base metal. As the
weld metal solidifies and fuses with the base metal, it is in its maximum expanded from. On cooling, it attempts to
contract to the volume it would normally occupy at the lower temperature, but it is restrained from doing so by the
adjacent base metal. Because ofthis, stresses develop within the weld and the adjacent base metal. At this point, the
weld stretches (or yields) and thins out, thus adjusting to the volume requirements of the lower temperature. But
only those stresses that exceed the yield strength of the weld metal are relieved by this straining. By the time thc
weld reaches room temperature assuming aomplete restraint ofthe base metal so that it cannot move the weld will
contain locked in tensile stresses approximately equal to the yield strength ofthe metal. lfthe restraints (clamps that
hold the workpiece, or an opposing shrinkage force) are removed, the residual stresses are pafiially relieved as they
cause the base metal to move, thus distorting the weldment.
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Shrinkage Control
To prevent or minimize weld distortion, methods must be used both in design and during welding to overcome the

effects of the heating and cooling cycle. Shrinkage cannot be prevented, but it can be controlled. Several ways can

be used to minimize distonion caused by shrinkage:

1. Do not overweld
The more metal placed in ajoint, the greater the shrinkage forces. Conectly sizing a weld for the requircments ofthe
joint not only minimizes distortion, but also saves weld metal and time. The amount of weld metal in a fillet weld
can be minimized by the use of a flat or slightly convex bead, and in a butt joint by proper edge preparation and

fitup. The excess weld metal in a highly convex bead does not incrcase the allowable strength in code work, but ir

does increase shrinkage orces.

When welding heavy plate (over I inch thick) bevelling or even double bevelling can save a substantial amount of
weld metal which translates into much less distortion automatically.
In general, ifdistortion is not a problem, select the most economical joint. Ifdistortion is a problem, select either a

ihJ f{tp P|{t:r*it 
'd,rrl 

fill,

joint in which the weld stresses balance each other or a joint
requiring the least amount ofweld metal.
2. Us€ intermittent welding
Another way to minimize weld metal is to use intemittent rather
than continuous welds where possible, as in Fig. 3-7(c). For
attaching stiffeners to plate, for example, intermittent welds can
reduce the weld metal by as much as 75 percent yet provide the
needed strength,

3. Use as few weld passes as possible
Fewer passes with large electrodes, Fig. 3-7(d), are preferable to a

groater number of passes with small electrodes when transverse
distortion could be a problem. Shrinkage caused by each pass tends
to be cumulative, thereby increasing total
shrinkage when many passes are used.

4. Place welds near the neutral axis
Distortion is minimized by providing a smaller leverage for the
shrinkage forces to pull the plates out of alignment. Figure 3-7(e)
illustrates this. Both design ofthe weldment and welding sequence
can be used effectively to control distortion.
5. Balance welds around the neutral axis
This practice, shown in Fig. 3-7(0, offsets one shrinkage force with
another to effectively minimize distortion of the weldment. Here,
too, design of the assembly and proper sequence of welding are

important factors.

6. Use backstep welding
ln the backstep technique, the general progression of welding may
be, say, from left to right, but each bead segment is deposited from
right to left as in Fig. 3-7(g). As each bead segment is placed, the
heated edges expand, which temporarily separates the plates at B.
But as the heat moves out across the plate to C, expansion along
outer edges CD brings the plates back together. This separation is
most pronounced as the first bead is laid. With successive beads,
the plates expand less and less because of the restraint of prior
welds. Backstepping may not be effective in all applications, and it
cannot be used economically in automatic welding.
7. Anticipate the shrinkage forc€s

Presetting parts (at first glance, I thought that this was refeffing to

What You Can Do to Milimize Distortion
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overhead or vertical welding positions, which is not the case) before
welding can makc shrinkage pedorm constructive work. Several
assemblies, preset in this manner, are shown in Fig. 3-7(h). The
required amount of preset for shrinkage to pull the plates into
alignment can be determined ilom a few trial welds.
Prebending, presetting or prespringing the parts to be welded, Fig.
3-70), is a simple example of the
use of opposing mechanical forces to countemct distortion due to
welding. The top the weld
groove - which will contain the bulk of the weld metal - is
lengthened when the plates are preset.
Thus the completed weld is slightly longer than it would be ifit had
been made on the flat plate. When the clamps are released after
welding, the plates return to the flat shape, allowing the weld to
relieve its longitudinal shrinkage stresses by shortening to a straight
line. The two actions coincide, and the welded plates assume the

of
Ar.r-t6€*t €l{$tin8

:sn::ffF,
,lili.,Hff:
J- -JL
rrt 5dqeit'ttrrr*, desired flatness.

Fig.3J Distortion can be prer..ented or Anothcr common practice for balancing shrinkage forces is to
minirnized bytechniques tLt defeat - eir use position. identical. weldments back to back, Fig. 3-7O, clamping

comtrucli!'.ly - rllc elfects of thc heating nr16 them tightly together. The welds are completed on both assemblies

c'oling q"cle, - and allowed to cool before the clamps are released. Prebending can
be combined with this method by inserting wedges at suitable
positions between the parts before clamping,

In heavy weldments, particularly, the rigidity of the members and their arrangement relative to each other may
provide the balancing forces necded. If these natural balancing forces are not present, it is necessary to use other
means to counteract the shrinkage forces in the weld metal. This can be accomplished by balancing one shrinkage
force against another or by creating an opposing force through the fixturing. The opposing forces may be: other
shrinkage forces; restraining forces mposed by clamps, jigs, or fixtures; restraining forces arising from the
arrangament ofmembers in the assembly; or the orce from the sag in a member due to gravity.

8. Plan lhe welding sequence
A well-planned welding sequence involves placing weld metal at different points of the assembly so that, as the
structure shrinks in one place, it counteracts the shrinkage forces of welds already made. An example of this is
welding altemately on both sides of the neutral axis in making a complete joint penetration groove weld in a butt
joint, as in Fig. 3-7(k). other example, in a fillet weld, consists of making intemittent welds according to the
sequences shown in Fig.3-7(l). In these examples, the shrinkage in weld No. I is balanced by the shrinkage in weld
No. 2-
Clamps, jigs, and fixtures that lock parts into a desired position and hold them until welding is finished are probably
the most widely used means for controlling distortion in small assemblies or components. It was mentioned earlier
in this section that the restraining force provided by clamps increases intemal stresses in the weldment until the yield
point of the weld metal is reached. For typical welds on low-carbon plate, this stress lcvel would approximate
45,000 psi. One might expect this stress to cause considerable movement or distortion after the welded part is
removed from the jig or clamps, This does not occur, however, since the strain (unit contraction) from this strcss rs
very low compared to the amount ofmovement that would occur if no restraint were used during welding.

9. Remove shrinkage forces after welding
Peening is one way to counteract the shrinkage forces of a weld bead as it cools. Essentially, peening the bead
stretches it and makes it thinner, thus relieving (by plastic deformation) the stresses induced by contraction as the
metal cools. But this method must be used with care. For example, a root bead should never be peened. because of
the danger ofeither oncealing a crack or causing one. Generally, peening is not permitted on thehnal pass, because
ofthe possibility ofcovering a crack and interfering with inspection, and because ofthe undesirable work-hardcnrng
effect. Thus, the utility of the technique is limited, even though there have been instances where between-pass
peening proved to be the only olution for a distortion or cracking problem. Before peening is used on a job,
engineering approval should be obtained,
Another method for removing shrinkage forces is by thermal stress relieving - controlled heating ofthe weldment to
an elevated temperature, followed by controlled cooling. Sometimes two identical weldments are clamped back to

r--z-r3 - -r
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not the same size.
Other

back, welded, and then stressrelieved while being held in this straight condition. The residual stresses that would
tend to distort the weldments are thus minimized.

10. Minimize welding time
Since complex cycles of heating and cooling take place during welding, and since time is required for heat
transmission, the time factor affects distortion. In general, it is desirable to finish the weld quickly, before a large
yolume of surrounding metal heats up and expands. The welding process used, type and size of electrode, welding
current, and speed of travel, thus, affect the de$ee of shrinkage and distortion of a weldment. The use of
mechanized welding equipment reduces welding time and the amount of metal affected by heat and, consequently,
distortion. For example, depositing a given-size weld on thick plate with a process operating at 175 amp,25 volts,
and 3 ipm requires 87,500 joules of energy per linear
inch of weld (also known as heat input). A weld with approximately the same size produced with a process
operating at 310 amp, 35 volts, and 8 ipm requires 81,400joules per linear inch. The weld made with the higher heat
input generally results in a greater amount of distoftion. (note: I don't want to use the words "excessive" and 'more
than necessary" because the weld size is, in fact, tied to the heat input. In general, the fillet weld size (in inches) is
equal to the square root ofthe quantity ofthe heat input (kJ/in) divided by 500. Thus these two welds are most likely

Summary: A Checklist to Minimize Distortion
in order to minimize distortion in theIn summary, follow the checklist below

design and fabrication of weldments:

. Do not overweld.

. Control fitup.

. Use intemittent welds where possible and consistent with design
requlrements.
Use the smallest leg size permissible when fillet welding.
For groove welds, use joints that will minimize the volume of weld metal. Consider double-sided ioints
instead of single-sided joints.
Weld alternately on either side ofthejoint when possible with multiple-pass welds.
Use minirnal number of weld passes.

Use low heat input procedures. This generally means high deposition rates and higher travel speeds.
Use welding positioners to achieve the maximum amount of flat-position welding. The flat position permits
the use of large-diameter electrodes and high-deposition-rate welding procedures.
Balance welds about the neuual axis ofthe member.
Distribute the welding heat as evenly as possible through a planned welding sequence and weldment
positioning.
Weld toward the unrestrained part ofthe member.
Use clamps, fixtures, and strongbacks to maintain fitup and alignment.
Prebend the members or preset thejoints to let shdnkage pull them back into alignment.

^*",. -'"t.* 
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Techniques for Distortion
Water-Cooled Jig

Various techniques have been developed to control distortion on specific
weldments. In sheet-metal welding, for example, a water-cooledjig (Fig. 3-33) is
useful to carry heat away from the welded components. Copper tubes are brazed
or soldered to copper holding clamps, and the water is circulated through the
tubes during welding. The restraint ofthe clamps also helps minimize distortion.
Strongback
The "strongback" is another useful technique for distortion control during butt
welding ofplates, as in Fig. 3-34(a). Clips are welded to the edge ofone plate and
wedges are driven under the clips to force the edges into alignment and to hold
them during welding.Thermal Stress Relieving Except in special situations, stress
relief by heating is not used for correcting distortion. There are occasions,
however, when stress relief is necessary to prevent further distortion from
occurrins before the weldment is finished.

Control

l-33 A walcFsooledjig tor rApid
of heat\\,hsn nelding sheet

J-3.1 YrLrious snongbock
to conllr) | distortio n



' sequence subassemblies and finar assembries so that the werds being made continually barance eac
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Weldability of steel and composition
werdabirity of steers can be judged by two parameters (a) creanriness of werd metal
and (b) properties of HAZ. creanriness of werd metar rs rerated with presence oi
inclusion in the form of srag or gases whereas Ho' properties are primarirv
controrred by hardenabirity of the stegr. proper shierding of arc zone and deqassino
of molten werd metar can be used to contror first factor. proper shierding can be
done by inactive gases rereased by combustion of erectrode coatings in SMA or inert
gases (Ar, He, Co2) in case of TtG, Mtc wetding. Hardeg!.Ujlelljllgelis primarity
governed by the composition. Afl the factors increasing the hardenabirity adversery
affect the weldability O""rtru
fracture/cracking, therefore it *uds 

"*tr"."o Eo,Lor" the precautions shourd be

Addition of all alloying elements (C, Mn, Ni, W Cr etc.)
hardenability which in turn decreases the weldabilitv. To

except cobalt increases the

find the combined effect of

equtvalent (CE) is determined

used to evaluate weldability

alloying elements on hardenability/welda bility, carbon
The most of the carbon equivalent (CE) equations
depends type of steel i.e. alloy steel or carbon steel.
. Common CE equation for low alloy steel is as under:

cE=c+Mn/6+(Cr+Mo+v)/5+(Ni+cu)/1 5
(elements are expressed in weight percent amounts)

' For low carbon steers and micro-alroy steels, cE rs obtained using forowing
equatlon: CE = C + Si/25 + (Mn+Cr)/.l6 + (Cr+Ni+M o)l2o +v/15



. From the Welding Journal, for low carbon, micro_alloyed steels, lto_Besseyo
carbon equivalent:

Geg = c + Si/30 + (Mn+Cu+g,yr, + Ni/60 + Mo/15 + V/1 o + s.B
since the effect of different alloying elements on hardenability of steel is different
therefore, their infruence on werdabirity wi, arso be different. rn generar, high the cE
steel needshigh preheat temperature to produce crack free werd joint. Forowing
point can be kept in mind as broad guidelines for welding sreel.

Thickness of prate to be werded affects the cooring rate which in turn rnfruences the
hardening and cracking tendency. To take into account tne thickness of prate above
criteria is modified to get compensated carbon equivalent (CCE) relation.

CCE= CE + 0.004251

Where t is the thickness of plare In mm

* cE < 0.45

* 0.45<CE< 0.7

* cE>0.7

* ccE< 0.4

.l 0.4<ccE< 0.7

.i ccE> 0 7

No preheat required,

200-5OOoC of preheat may be used

Can not be welded

No preheat required,

^^^ -^^n^ .zuu_cuu-u or preheat may be used
Cannot be welded

From the werdabirity point of view, steers can be praced in frve categories based on
chemical composition, mechanical properties, heat treatment conditions, and high
temperature properties: a) carbon steer, b) high strength row aloy steer, c) quench
and tempered steer, d) heat treatabre steer and e) cr-Mo steer. These steers need to
be welded in different forms such as sheets, plates, pipes, forgings etc. In case of
steel welding, it is important to consider thickness of base metal asjt affects the heat
Input, cooling rate and restraint conditions during welding.
37 .3 Different types of steel and welding
carbon steer generaty werded in as rored condition (besides anneared and
normarized one). The werdabrecarbon steer is mosfly composed of carbon about
0.25 o/o, Mn up to 1.65%, Si up to 0.6% with residual amount of S and p below
0 05% High strength row aroy steer (HSLA) is designed to have yierd strength in
range of 290-550 Mpa using aloying concentration resser rnan 1o/o in totar. These



Lecture 37

Weldability of Metals I

Thrs chapter presents the concept of werdabirity of metars and factors affectrnq
the same Different parameters that are useo as a measure of weldabiltty have
been eraborated. Attempts have been made to describe the rerationship between
carbon equivarent, hardenabirity and cracking tendency of werd joints of steer.
Keywords: werdabirity, measures of werdabirity, carbon equivarent, cracking of
HAZ, hardenability, austenitic electrode

37.1 Understandingweldability

weldability is considered as ease of accomprishing a satisfactory werd joint and can
be in determined from quality of the weld joint, effort and cost required for
developing the weid jornt. euarity of the weid joint however, can be determined bv@

ed for producing sound weld joint are

mely rxs]llng_W.!9, 
'

ivity, defect$ inherent rn

_ faEtois aijvdrstly_affEc_ting1h6trv6.tilEuaf0

indigEryg-gagIglts (& skill required) for producing a satisfactory wetd joint wjil
in turn be decreasjnq the weldabjlitv of metal. *
In view of above, it can be said that werdabirity of metar is not an intrinsic property as
it is infruenced by a) aI steps rerated with werding proceoure, b) purpose of the werd
joints and c) fabrication conditions Werding of a metar using one process may snow
poor wetdability (like AI welding with SMA weldjng process) and good
werdabiritywhen the same metar is werded with some other werding process (Al
werding with IG/MIG). simirarry, a steer werd joint may perform we' under normar
atmospheric conditions and the same may exhibit very poor toughness and ductirity
at very row temperature conditron steps of the werding procedure namery
preparation of surface and edge, preheating, welding process, welding parameters,
post werd treatment such as rerieving the residuar stresses, can infruence the



weldability of metal appreciably. Therefore, weldability of a metal is considered as a

relative term.

37.2 Weldability of steels

To understand the weldability of steel, it important to look into the different phases,

phase mixtures and intermetallic generally found in steel besides the changes in

phase that can occur during welding due to heating and cooling cycles. All these

aspects can be understood by going through following section presenting

significance of Fe-C diagram, time{emperature-transformation diagram and

continuous cooling transformation diagram

Fe-C Equilibrium Phase Diagram

Fe-C diagram is also called iron-iron carbide diagram because these are the two

main constituents observed at the room temperature in steei while the presence of

other phases depends on the type and amount of alloying elements. lt shows the

various phase transformations as a function of temperature on heating / cooling

under equilibrjum conditions (Fig. 37.1).

Allotropy and critical temperatures

Change in crystal structure of an element with rise ln temperature is termed as

allotropy. lron shows the allotropic behaviour at temperature 9100c and 13900c. lron

changes its crystal structure first from Bcc to Fcc at 9100c and then from FCC to
BCC at 13900c. Therefore, solubility of carbon in iron varies with temperature
especially above 9100C and 1 390 0C.

lsothermal Transformations in Fe-C diagram

Three are main reactron points in Fe-c diagram namely peritectic, eutectoid and
eutectic, which are of great academic and practical impodance. All three reactions
take place at a fixed temperature and composition.

Peritecitc reaction

Liquid metal + 5-iron (8. C.

Eutectic reaction

Liquid metal

1495 oC and 0.18% C

c.) ----------------

{_-

1130 oC and 4.30/o C

<l-

y-iron (F. C. C.)

y-iron (F. C. C.) + P6rg
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WeldabilitY

Definition
-"The capacity of a meta! to be welded unde'r the

ri'iiiit, ctnditions imposgd into a specffic:y!:bu'Jiiiqnea 
structure and to pertorm satisfadomy n

iei-i"r" (American Welding Sodety)

Mechanical ProPerties of Welds

Notch lmpad Toughness

temporalure

T6nslle Strength
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Weldability of Steels

. Factors affecting weldability:
- Steel composition & Processing
- Wdd metal and HAZ ProPerties
- Choice of welding variables

- Pre and post-weld Processing

Steet Gomposition & Processing
(

(



Main Alloying Additions in Steel

. Carbon is a potent solid-solution strengthening
element in iron

. Carbon increases tensile strength but rqduces
ductilitY

. High carbon content promotes formation of
hald, brittle microstructures on cooling from
above the phase transformation temperature

/' Manganese up to about 2% increases strength
without reducing ductility, improves notch
toughness, and reduces hot cracking.

lmpurities
,/t/

. Past steelmaking practices also left high
impurity contents

rP,S,o,N
. P decreases toughness

n P and S form low-melting compounds that
promote weld and HAZ solidification cracking

. O & N form dispersions of oxides and nitrides
that strengthen the metal and reduce its ductility

(

(



Garbon and SteelsC-Mn

. Traditional C-Mn structural steels relied on
solid solution strengthening from carbon-
and manganese to reach a given strengfih

' Higher strength meant higher contents of
these elements (C<= 0.35%)

'Combined with high impurity contents, led
to poor weldabilig

(

. In re@nt decades new steels have been developed which
offer a combination of strength, ductllity, and toughness

. Steps In achleving these benefits include some or all of: -
- lower carbon contents,
- lower impurity contents,

- full deoxidisation, fine4rain practice,

-small alloy additions of Ni, Cr, Mo, Cu, V T1, Zr, Al,
- controlled rolling temperatures, and

- normalising and quenching treatments
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HSLA Steets

(
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Typical Steel Specifications

- Canadian Standards Association
- CSA G40.21: Structural Quality Steels

' Plates, shapes, hollow sections, sheet piling bnd bars
for general construction and engineering purpoges

' Weldable grades of carbon-manganese steels and
high-strength quenched and tempered steels

(

. American Socie$ for Testing & Materials
(ASTM)
-A36 StructuralSteel
-A105 Forgings, carbon steel, for piping components
- A106 Seamless carbon steel pipe for high-temperature

seMce
- 4514 High yield strength, quenched and tempered alloy

steel plate, suitable for welding
-A515 Pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, for

intermediate and higher-temperature seMce
- A516 Pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, for moderate

and lower temperature service
-4706 Structural steel for bridges
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. Steel hardenability can be conelated with the carbon
equivalent (CE), e.g.:

. Steels with CE below about 0.45 are readily weldable
with appropriate procedures

. Preheat and weld heat input should be selected to give
cooling rates that produce acceptable hardness

. CE greater than 0.45 indicates a need for caution

(



Effect of Cooling Rate

Cooling rate vs carbon equivalent for a HAZ hardness

of 300 Hv

9lu.l

fl-
s!-
()

t!

c.rulo, B: ll|o Pdnchler of Cold Ctrckk[ Oo||tol In Wb]dr,

Don{drn Bridg€ Comptny, l4ort dl 1975.
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Fracture Toughness of the HM

' lf the fracture toughness of the parent steel is low the

^ toughness of the HM is usually low and conveBery. .

\r fine grain practice and microalloying benefit the FIAZ

as well as the original material

/.r.. Low heat input welding procedures give a finer HAZ\-v grain structure and better toughness in low CE steels

r^ . Houiever, in steels with a high CE mntent' FIAZ

V hardness consideratior s set a minimum heat input.

. lt is sometimes difficult to get adequate toughness in
high CE steels

(

The fiactors that govern the tensile strength of the

weld metalare
. Composition



Weld Metal Toughness

/

\u

(:
of WeldingJ

such as SAW or ESW produce
with relatively poor as-welded

-SMAW GMAWoTGTAW structure and
better as-weldeil
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Canadian Standards Association
- CSA G40.21: Structural Quality Steels

' Plates, shapes, hollow sections, sheet piling -and bars
for general construction and engineering purposes

' Weldable grades of carbon-manganese steels and
high-strength quenched and tempered steels

r American Society for Testing & Materials
(ASTM)
-A36 StructuralSteel
-A105 Forgings, carbon steel, for piping components
- A106 Seamless carbon steel pipe for high-temperature

service
-A514High yield strength, quenched and tempered alloy

steel plate, suitable for welding
-A515 Pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, for

intermediate and higher-temperature seMce
- A516 Pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, for moderate

and lower temperature service
-4706 Structural steel for bridges



Welding Probleiri Arcas
(

. Cracking
- Solidification Crackin;1

- Hydrogen Induced Crat:king
- Lamellar Tearing
- Reheat Cracking

. Porosity and Inclusiorrs



Solidification tllrrec king

. Solidification cracks cllvr:lop at elevated temperature during;
the latter stages of sr.,lirlifici $ot I

. ln low+arbon steels, the fin;t pltase to solidify from the melt
ls delta fenite. This tr.rtisfotnrs to austenite belowJSO0 G

, Elements such as sul1fiur, lho:plrorus and boron are less
soluble in austenite thart in the delta fenite. They tend to
segregated to the bourrdirrils r,f the primary austenlte grains

'The resulting lowmelling p':int films promote lntergranular
weakness and may cause r;taclting in the presence of
thermal strains

. Sofidification crackin0' i; inlztgr:arularwith respect to the
primary austettite g;m r ri.

Solidification C rst, ]kin{.},Avo idance
(

Solidification cracl(n!t ;s niirim sccl llv:
- maintaining a low cal,::,n ,::;rte rt ir, t re wJ|d deposit
- keeping sulphur and p rosS,hortrs a ; low as possible .
- ensuring.tha.t mangancse, vr|ich iniiltrits the effect of
:_q{T,]: high eno,ugtr ro irilov.tor p,,ssilrre O-iiution (andingress of sulphur) frorn il,r, ba.;e,nraierial-

- 
9!gg.r1nq.*ulding para retr.rs t r : v riri,,centreline,, typ6solidification struclures.



Hydrogen Induced cracking

. Steels at ambient l et r,p ]rittur :s may suffer from hydrogen

embriftlement.

' Hydrogen embrittltrtrrllr t cart esult in cracking in welds

cAnea nyarogen incut.vcl critc!<ing or cold aacking'

Hydrogen Induced, Cracking

' Hydrogen embrittlement can result in cracking in welds
alled hydrogan induwd cncklng or ald wacking.
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Gauses of HIC

1- Sources of Hydrogen
. Hydrogep comes from

. hydrog'enated compounds In electrode coverin gJ and
fluxes
. Rullle and colluloslc fluxos conlaln organics and wator, and pmduco r,reld

rnetal hlgh In hydrogen
.. ' Easic 6lecimd6s aro alldtinorel and can be bakod to drive ofi molslure
-contamination of joint surfaces with grease, paint, etc.
- poor gas,shielding or contamination of shielding gases

with water vapour and hydrogen

(

Hydrogen content resulting from
various welding processes
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c.rvfle, B: Ilt. pd.dpL. ot Cold Crddne Contot In WCd.t
Doninlon Bddgo Conpany, lb|f..t. 1975,
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Gauses of HIG J
4-Temperature
. Hydrogen is absorbed into the weld metal at high -

temperatures
t-. Hydrogen solubility in iron decreases on cooling to ambient
temperature

. Hence hydrogen tends to diffuse from the weld to the l-lAZ

\,

(

HIC-Avoidance

A J. use lowhydrogen welding processes
\,/ - hakad hacin olaelrndaq rrr fft ryac
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HIG-Avoidancd (

Relationship between fillet weld leg

iJnsih Jno ireat inPut for SMAW
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Causes of HIC
(

Gauses of HIC

3-Stress
. The stress that acts as the driving force for HIC in*nost

instan@s is the residual stress from welding.
. The level of residual stress depends on

- the yield strength of the material v
- the degree of restraint .,

. HIC is more probable in high-strength materials or when '1welding highly restrained Jolnts
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H|G-Avoidance' (

Relationship between fillet weld leg
length and heat inPut for SMAW
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Lamel lar Tearing'-Avoidance (

(a) & (b) replac€ fillets with solid
weld metal or forglngs -

(c) "buttering" with ductile weld metal

(d) com€r ioint redesign
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Reheat Gracking'

.Cracksareintergranularandfollowtheprioraustenitegnain
boundaries

. Contributing factors are

- a suscePtible alloy comPosition

-a suscePtible HAZ microstructure

- a high level of residual strain

- temperature in the strain relaxation range

. Not usually a problem with C-Mn or HS[3 steels'
t
I



heheat Gracking-Avoidance
(

. Materialselection
- Limlt carbide formers (V)

. Minimize restraint

. Rapid heating to stress-relief temperature to minimize
predpitation

. Non{estructive examination after PWHT

Porosity

. Porosity in weld metal is formed by entrapment of gas
evolved during solidification.

- In steels, the gases that participate in porosity formation are
CO from reaction of oxygen with carbon in the steel,. H2,
N2, and H2S.

. Excessive porosity is avoided by
- proper welding conditions,
- cleanliness of the joint surfaces and consumables
-deoxidizers such as Al, Ti or Si added to the urelding filler.
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lnclusions
(,

. Large non-metallic inclusions in steel are of two types.

. The first is slag entrapped because it was not remo-vdd from
a previous weld or entrained by improper welding technique

. l0clusions can also be generated by foreign materials
eirtering the weld pool, especially pieces of m,elted tungsten
electrode in GTAW or copper guide tubes in GMAW and

rtl P,ta
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